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With the new year in full swing and an already busy �rst quarter, our 2019 predictions for SEO in

the new year are hopping onto the scene a little late — but fashionably so, we hope. From an

explosion of SERP features to increased monetization to the key drivers of search this year, our SEO

experts have consulted their crystal balls (read: access to mountains of data and in-depth analyses) and

made their predictions. Read on for an exhaustive list of fourteen things to watch out for in search

from our very own Dr. Pete, Britney Muller, Rob Bucci, Russ Jones, and Miriam Ellis! 

1. Answers will drive search

People Also Ask boxes exploded in 2018, and featured snippets have expanded into both

multifaceted and multi-snippet versions. Google wants to answer questions, it wants to answer

them across as many devices as possible, and it will reward sites with succinct, well-structured

answers. Focus on answers that naturally leave visitors wanting more and establish your brand and

credibility. [Dr. Peter J. Meyers]

Further reading:

2. Voice search will continue to be utterly useless for
optimization

Optimizing for voice search will still be no more than optimizing for featured snippets, and

conversions from voice will remain a dark box. [Russ Jones]

Further reading:

3. Mobile is table stakes

This is barely a prediction. If your 2019 plan is to �nally �gure out mobile, you're already too late.

Almost all Google features are designed with mobile-�rst in mind, and the mobile-�rst index has

expanded rapidly in the past few months. Get your mobile house (not to be confused with your

mobile home) in order as soon as you can. [Dr. Peter J. Meyers]

Further reading:

4. Further SERP feature intrusions in organic search

Expect Google to �nd more and more ways to replace organic with solutions that keep users on

Google’s property. This includes interactive SERP features that replace, slowly but surely, many

website offerings in the same way that live scores, weather, and �ights have. [Russ Jones]

Further reading:

5. Video will dominate niches

Featured Videos, Video Carousels, and Suggested Clips (where Google targets speci�c content in a

video) are taking over the how-to spaces. As Google tests search appliances with screens, including

Home Hub, expect video to dominate instructional and DIY niches. [Dr. Peter J. Meyers]

Further reading:

6. SERPs will become more interactive

We’ve seen the start of interactive SERPs with People Also Ask Boxes. Depending on which question

you expand, two to three new questions will generate below that directly pertain to your expanded

question. This real-time engagement keeps people on the SERP longer and helps Google better

understand what a user is seeking. [Britney Muller]

Further reading:

7. Local SEO: Google will continue getting up in your
business — literally

Google will continue asking more and more intimate questions about your business to your

customers. Does this business have gender-neutral bathrooms? Is this business accessible? What is

the atmosphere like? How clean is it? What kind of lighting do they have? And so on. If Google can

acquire accurate, real-world information about your business (your percentage of repeat customers

via geocaching, price via transaction history, etc.) they can rely less heavily on website signals and

provide more accurate results to searchers. [Britney Muller]

Further reading:

8. Business proximity-to-searcher will remain a top local
ranking factor

In Moz’s recent State of Local SEO report, the majority of respondents agreed that Google’s focus on

the proximity of a searcher to local businesses frequently emphasizes distance over quality in the

local SERPs. I predict that we’ll continue to see this heavily weighting the results in 2019. On the one

hand, hyper-localized results can be positive, as they allow a diversity of businesses to shine for a

given search. On the other hand, with the exception of urgent situations, most people would prefer

to see best options rather than just closest ones. [Miriam Ellis]

Further reading:

9. Local SEO: Google is going to increase monetization

Look to see more of the local and maps space monetized uniquely by Google both through Adwords

and potentially new lead-gen models. This space will become more and more competitive. [Russ

Jones]

Further reading:

10. Monetization tests for voice

Google and Amazon have been moving towards voice-supported displays in hopes of better

monetizing voice. It will be interesting to see their efforts to get displays in homes and how they

integrate the display advertising. Bold prediction: Amazon will provide sleep-mode display ads

similar to how Kindle currently displays them today. [Britney Muller]

11. Marketers will place a greater focus on the SERPs

I expect we’ll see a greater focus on the analysis of SERPs as Google does more to give people

answers without them having to leave the search results. We’re seeing more and more vertical

search engines like Google Jobs, Google Flights, Google Hotels, Google Shopping. We’re also seeing

more in-depth content make it onto the SERP than ever in the form of featured snippets, People

Also Ask boxes, and more. With these new developments, marketers are increasingly going to want

to report on their general brand visibility within the SERPs, not just their website ranking. It’s going

to be more important than ever for people to be measuring all the elements within a SERP, not just

their own ranking. [Rob Bucci]

Further reading:

12. Targeting topics will be more productive than targeting
queries

2019 is going to be another year in which we see the emphasis on individual search queries start to

decline, as people focus more on clusters of queries around topics. People Also Ask queries have

made the importance of topics much more obvious to the SEO industry. With PAAs, Google is clearly

illustrating that they think about searcher experience in terms of a searcher’s satisfaction across an

entire topic, not just a speci�c search query. With this in mind, we can expect SEOs to more and

more want to see their search queries clustered into topics so they can measure their visibility and

the competitive landscape across these clusters. [Rob Bucci]

Further reading:

13. Linked unstructured citations will receive increasing
focus

I recently conducted a small study in which there was a 75% correlation between organic and local

pack rank. Linked unstructured citations (the mention of partial or complete business information +

a link on any type of relevant website) are a means of improving organic rankings which underpin

local rankings. They can also serve as a non-Google dependent means of driving traf�c and leads.

Anything you’re not having to pay Google for will become increasingly precious. Structured citations

on key local business listing platforms will remain table stakes, but competitive local businesses will

need to focus on unstructured data to move the needle. [Miriam Ellis]

Further reading:

14. Reviews will remain a competitive difference-maker

A Google rep recently stated that about one-third of local searches are made with the intent of

reading reviews. This is huge. Local businesses that acquire and maintain a good and interactive

reputation on the web will have a critical advantage over brands that ignore reviews as fundamental

to customer service. Competitive local businesses will earn, monitor, respond to, and analyze the

sentiment of their review corpus. [Miriam Ellis]

Further reading:

We’ve heard from Mozzers, and now we want to hear from you. What have you seen so far in 2019

that’s got your SEO Spidey senses tingling? What trends are you capitalizing on and planning for? Let

us know in the comments below (and brag to friends and colleagues when your prediction comes

true in the next 6–10 months). ;-)
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NarayanaBH 2 days ago

With end of 2018 many SEO trends have also changed. Many old tactics are no more
used while there are many new updates and trends which has to be involved to
maintain top ranking. As SEO evolves daily many trends are changed, of which,
mobile friendly is top trending algorithm which has to be updated on website to rank
on mobiles. Featured snippets adds beauty to website description on search engine
pages which can increase CTR. I am obliged for this article, it has made us ready for
new year with new updates.

 5  0  Reply

Bayu Angora 2 days ago

I think mobile friendly and fast load page is a must. No excuse. 

 2  0  Reply

Anup Prasad a day ago

I believe, SEO is just not about On page & Off Page.Those days are really gone.It is
much broader today where we see featured snippets, Local my business, Reviews,
People also ask section and a Zero Position. SEO is much broader than before. We
need to enhance our visibility at every section as a business owner or for Clients as a
Marketer.

*Voice search is taking away all the attention of SEO Experts.

 1  0  Reply

srilekhas 2 days ago

You have included all the essential points that are required in order to improve SEO
score. Really loved the way you have organized this post. Will de�nitely be sharing
this blog post among my friends. Looking forward to more amazing content in the
future

 3  0  Reply

Mirko Mach 2 days ago

Hi,

thanks for the good overview of the main topics for 2019! I think what is important
to see is that google is making changes, new snippets, etc. faster than ever. That
means that people responsible for the organic traf�c have to watch more often and
more carefully.

 2  0  Reply

Chris M. 2 days ago

Plus Google will pay more and more attention to the reputation of content
providers. Including intensive news �ltering. In the age of fake-news, it is simply a
must.

 2  0  Reply

Udayabhanud a day ago

This is very good information about SEO predictions  . This is a very major point in
SEO with this we boost our website SEO and improve our search engine ranking
also.

 2  0  Reply

Bayu Angora 2 days ago

Actual fact about SEO today is most of product search results are dominated by
marketplace. This is upvote for shopping, also big downvote for blogging and
information. 

 2  0  Reply

Teknotiq 19 hours ago

Voice Search will be the future... Everysite will have a voice search... How to �nd the
right keyword when it comes to speech is unknown or i dont understand that...
Cause people have their own way of asking things or talking...

Teknotiq edited 19 hours ago

 1  0  Reply

Kris Lloyd 13 hours ago

#2 is my favorite when developing on-site content. 

 1  0  Reply

Sysamic a day ago

Somwhere I feel that voice search will take over in the future years. The voice search
will prioritize the audio content to save time for the end user. And this will happen
with the right execution of AI into the Google algorithm. This will increase the crawl
rate and content producers will run after creating audio content. However, who
knows where Google will take it.

But the last prediction about reviews importance is indeed amazing and will surely
improve the credibility of the information sources Google algorithm is providing.

 1  0  Reply

John Bruce 18 hours ago

Really love and agree with all the predictions, and especially that optimizing for
voice search will still be no more than optimizing for featured snippets, and
conversions from voice will remain a dark box. Great insight from a ton of awesome
Moz staff! Also, love the stat that there is a 75% correlation between organic and
local pack rank.

 1  0  Reply

Adrian Lawrence 2 days ago

I predict a seperate voice index made up only of voice responses distinct from the
Web and Mobile indexes, it is logic for Google to develop seperate alogorithms that
are optimised for different mediums.   Voice has such potential for in car
augemented search in addition to the Alexa type devices. 

Also expect that user metrics will play an even bigger part of SERPS expanded to
more and more queries as machine learning allows Google to predict how a page will
perform even before it has real data to work from, currently the user metric part of
the alogortihm only kicks in once a page has a few 100 actual page views in its
database to analyse.

highlandspring edited 2 days ago

 1  0  Reply

4mayuscula 2 days ago

Mi apuesta para este año es por encima de todas las opiniones / comentarios de los
usuarios. Tengo varios nichos con los cuales experimentar y en uno de ellos tengo
mejores resultados solo por tener reseñas y un promedio de 4.5 estrellas.

 1  0  Reply

SEO-rankster 2 days ago

The embedded links are helpful for more in-depth analysis. Some of these elements
obviously will take longer than others, but even the longer-term ones are likely to
start showing up at least to some degree in the near future.

 1  0  Reply

Chenzo a day ago

So, who thinks they can explain how to optimize "voice search" the best?

 1  0  Reply

Chris M. a day ago

Let's hope Google will provide more guidance on this topic. Generally, this is
probably the most reliable source of knowledge when it comes to SEO :)

 1  0  Reply

Alex Gracias a day ago

That are some mind-boggling upcoming trends, especially the interactive SERPs,
"People also ask" box is already making some noise. It will be interesting to see
Google pulling out more features like this.

Thanks for compiling this amazing list of SEO predictions - 2019.

 1  0  Reply

crossgraphic ideas a day ago

Very cool topic and we love the Linked unstructured citations! Unstructured
Citations or Linked Mentions are one of our personal favorite link building
strategies and we appreciate you sharing your all insight and strategies.

 1  0  Reply
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